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ABSTRACT

In this paper a new variation of Hough Transform is pro�
posed� It can be used to detect shapes or curves in an
image� with better accuracy� especially in noisy images�
It is based on a fuzzy split of the Hough Transform pa�
rameter space� The parameter space is split into fuzzy
cells which are de�ned as fuzzy numbers� This fuzzy
split of the parameter space provides the advantage to
use the uncertainty of the contour points location� which
is increased when noisy images have to be used� More�
over the computation time is slightly increased by this
method� in comparison with classical Hough Transform�

� INTRODUCTION

The Hough Transform �HT� ��	 is a technique of funda�
mental importance for many applications in image pro�
cessing and computer vision� It can be used to detect
straight lines or circles in an image and can be general�
ized to detect an arbitrary shape at a given orientation
and a given scale�

In this paper� we propose a novel method called Fuzzy
Cell Hough Transform �FCHT�� based on a fuzzy split of
the Hough Transform parameter space into fuzzy cells�
Each fuzzy cell is de�ned as a fuzzy set with a mem�
bership function ��a�� a�� � � � � ap� of p parameters� By
using this fuzzy split� fuzziness is inserted to decisions
through a fuzzy voting process� Each contour point in
the spatial domain contributes with di
erent voting val�
ues� in more than one fuzzy cell in the parameter space�
The array that is created after the fuzzy voting process
is smoother than in the classical case and the curves
are estimated with better accuracy� especially when the
images are corrupted by noise�

In the following we shall present the de�nitions of
fuzzy cells in a three dimensional parameter space and
will be generalized for a p�dimensional parameter space�
Then� the corresponding fuzzy voting process for the
detection of circles in an image will be described� Last�
experimental results of the use of the proposed method
will be presented and compared with classical Hough
and Fuzzy Hough Transform �FHT� ��	�

� DEFINITION OF FUZZY CELLS

��� De�nition of fuzzy cells for circle detection

Let us assume that a circle in a N � N image is to be
detected by using the conventional HT� Since three pa�
rameters are needed to de�ne any circle� the space that
is used in HT is a three dimensional space� The param�
eters which are usually used are the coordinates of the
circle center a� b and the radius r� When HT is applied
the parameter space has to be split in a �nite number
of cells� Let us assume that the three dimensional pa�
rameter space is split in Na � Nb � Nr cells� The crisp
cell Cijk can be de�ned as�

Cijk  f�a� b� r�� a � Ai� b � Bj � r � Rkg ���

where Ai� Bj and Rk are classical sets�
In order to de�ne fuzzy cells each point which belongs

to the interval of con�dence of the fuzzy cell corresponds
to a value in ��� �	 through its membership function� By
using the assumption that Na is the number of partitions
of parameter a� the fuzzy sets in coordinate a can be
de�ned by the following equation�
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The same technique can be used to split b and r coordi�
nate in fuzzy sets and similarly de�ne the corresponding
fuzzy�b F b

ijk and fuzzy�r F r
ijk cells�

If the fuzzy partitions in two coordinates� for example
a and b� are combined then a fuzzy�ab cell can be de�ned
as the following fuzzy number�
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Similarly fuzzy�ar� fuzzy�br cells and fuzzy�abr cells can
be de�ned� Fuzzy cells can also easily be de�ned in
a restricted two dimensional parameter space for the
detection of straight lines�

��� De�nition of p�dimensional fuzzy cells

The concept of a fuzzy cell can be generalized� for the
detection of any curve that can be described with p pa�
rameters� in a p�dimensional parameter space as follows�
The parameters used are symbolized as ai� i  �� �� � � �p
and each parameter range is divided in Nai fuzzy sets
symbolized as�
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�ai� is

a membership function� The fuzzy sets can be com�
bined to de�ne di
erent kinds of fuzzy cells in the p�
dimensional parameter space� In the general case� a
fuzzy cell can be de�ned as�
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is the membership function of the p dimensional fuzzy
cell�

� DESCRIPTION OF THE FUZZY VOTING

PROCESS

Let us assume that a pixel x� y is a contour point in
an image and that the parameter space is split in Na �
Nb �Nr fuzzy�r cells F r

lmn� The centers ai of the crisp
sets Ai and the centers bj of the crisp sets Bj are used
to compute the distances rij by solving the following
equation�

�x� ai�
� � �y � bj�

�  r�ij ����

Each point �ai� bj� rij� belongs to more than one fuzzy
cells F r

lmn� The corresponding elements of the accumu�
lator array A�l�m� n� are increased by the values of the
membership functions �Fr

lmn
�ai� bj� rij�� Finally� the lo�

cal maxima in the array A have to be detected�

When fuzzy�ab cells are used� the voting process is
more complicated� The fuzzy numbers Bf

j which are
symbolized by the union of their ��cuts as�
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and the crisp centers rk of the crisp sets Rk are used to
compute the fuzzy distances Af

jk by solving the following
fuzzy equation�
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where all the operators are the extended fuzzy opera�
tors� through the extension principle� Then� the fuzzy
distances Af

jk which are symbolized by the union of their
��cuts as�
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are calculated by the equations�
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This fuzzy process provides the ability to transfer the
fuzziness of an image through the Hough Transform to
the accumulator array� The array that is created after
the fuzzy voting process is smoother than in the crisp
case� This means that local maxima which correspond
to the e
ect of noise in an image disappear� The circles
can now be detected with better accuracy� However�
this method slightly increases the computation time�
Figure � shows an example of the two dimensions a� r

of an accumulator array after a classical voting process
�a� and after a fuzzy voting process �b�� when classical
Hough and Fuzzy Cell Hough Transform are applied in
an arti�cial generated image with one circle in it� not
corrupted by noise� The parameter space was split in ��
parts towards a� b and r coordinate in both classical and
fuzzy case� Fuzzy r�cells were used in the fuzzy case� It
is obvious that the accumulator array is smoother when
Fuzzy Cell Hough Transform is applied�

� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We considered that a circle was to be detected in a
��� � ��� image� Parameters a� b� r were restricted to
the sets a � ����� ��	� b � ����� ��	 and r � ��� ��	� The
image was corrupted by uniform noise having the range
�d pixels added to the ��dimension of a contour point
�x� y�� An example of such a corrupted circle is shown in
Figure �� Two criteria were used in order to compare the
results� The �rst one was the center estimation distance

error j
p
a�i � b�i �

q
�a�i �

�b�i j of the detected circle cen�

ter ��a��b� to the actual one �a� b� and the second was the



radius estimation distance error jr � �rj of the detected
radius �r to the actual one r�

First the classical HT was used to detect the circle�
The experiment was repeated for Nc  ��� di
erent
circles and �ve di
erent values of noise range� The same
circles were detected by using FHT and FCHT� In the
FCHT case fuzzy�r cells were used� Fuzzy sets were
chosen to be triangular and the upper and lower limits
were chosen to be in equal distances from the center and
equal to the distance of the centers of two neighbouring
fuzzy sets� In the FHT the fuzziness of contour points
were supposed to have the same fuzziness as in FCHT
case�

The e
ect of fuzziness of the chosen triangular fuzzy
sets was investigated as well� The distances of the upper
and lower limits of the fuzzy sets from the center were
increased by a factor ���� �� ��� and � in comparison with
the initial case� The sum errors of the center estimation
and radius estimation error are given by�
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and are presented in Tables � to � for three di
erent
values of the noise range�

Regarding the center Ed and radius estimation Er�
FCHT has always better performance in comparison to
classical HT and better than FHT when the noise range
is relatively small� By using FCHT method in an image
without noise the center estimation error was reduced
by ��� in comparison with classical HT� The radius
estimation error was also reduced by ���� In a noisy
image with noise range �� pixels the center estimation
error was reduced by �� and the radius estimation error
was reduced by ���� When the noise range was ���
pixels the center estimation error was reduced by ���
and the radius estimation error was reduced by ����

� CONCLUSIONS

We introduced the Fuzzy Cell Hough Transform as a
method to detect curves in an image� We proposed
a fuzzy split of the Hough Transform parameter space
which led us to a fuzzy voting algorithm� Each contour
point voted with di
erent values in more than one fuzzy
cells in the parameter space� The array that was cre�
ated after the fuzzy voting process was smoother than
in classical case� Local maxima that correspond to the
e
ect of noise or any kind of uncertainty disappeared�
Curves were detected with better accuracy in compar�
ison with classical Hough Transform and Fuzzy Hough
Transform�
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Table �� Sum errors Ed and Er in circle center and
radius estimation and the corresponding computational
time t in seconds � by using HT� FHT and FCHT method
in an image not corrupted by noise�

Method Fuzziness Errors Time
�f� Ed Er t
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Table �� Sum errors Ed and Er in circle center and
radius estimation and the corresponding computational
time t in seconds � by using HT� FHT and FCHT method
in an image corrupted by uniform noise in the range ��
pixels�
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Table �� Sum errors Ed and Er in circle center and
radius estimation and the corresponding computational
time t in seconds � by using HT� FHT and FCHT method
in an image corrupted by uniform noise in the range ���
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Figure �� An accumulator array after a classical Hough
Transform voting process �a� and a Fuzzy Cell Hough
Transform voting process �b�

Figure �� An arti�cially generated circle in a ���� ���
image corrupted by uniform noise with range �� pixels
added to the ��dimension of a contour point�


